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KING COUNTY METRO TRANSIT 
CAPITAL PROGRAM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Diane Carlson and I am delighted to come before this committee……
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Agenda
• New organization focused 

on capital 
• Continued process 

improvements in planning 
and project delivery
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our time today, I want to give you insight into our new organization to focus on capital planning and project delivery. I’ll tell you why this emphasis is especially important to Metro now and how our new organization and processes will better position us to build the infrastructure needed to deliver METRO CONNECTS. We know we need to provide this committee with more detail about how we will meet our capital goals, partner effectively, and deliver. This is the first of many updates I’ll be giving this committee as the new organization takes shape.
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d2D Creates New Capital Division
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The new structure will better 
position Metro to:
• Improve coordination

– across Metro 
– with our partners

• Streamline and improve 
capital project delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, Metro is currently undergoing many organizational changes as part of the Division to Department transition. The new Department will be organized to help execute Metro’s four part strategy – of which accelerating capital development is one key portion. It will have a capital division that brings a new focus on capital planning and delivery across fleet, fixed assets and technology.  Many capital infrastructure projects are critical to positioning METRO to meet our ambitious service goals.  Metro has been on a path to improve capital delivery processes for the past year and much of that work is being utilized in the development of the upcoming budget proposal.  As the Director of this proposed division, I will be working with my team to continue to improve on the tracking and measurement of our performance in meeting delivery targets.  And we will be transparent in our performace with you and the public. Perhaps most importantly, we will work to identify variances in the planned delivery so we can focus on fixing them. Coordination- among service, capital and operations… and with our jurisdictional partnersWe will also be organized to streamline and improve our capital project delivery- Implementing  METRO CONNECTS involves a large capital program – lots of vehicles to buy and lots of infrastructure to put in place – for operational capacity and electrifying our fleet. While we add more to our fleet and build new facilities we still have a big capital program to keep all our assets in good repair.  Metro Connects will be a big increase in our capital program. We are building an organization that is up to the task. 
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New Capital Division
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• Strengthen capital planning 
• Organize together those working on capital 

projects 
• Gather resources needed 
• Continue to enhance our project delivery practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strengthen capital planning – this means making the right capital investments at the right time 	Turning the vision of METRO CONNECTS into a well coordinated capital program- 	More work done up front to make sure the project as proposed is feasible and that we have properly forecast the resources needed to 	deliver the project	Transparent what we intend to build where and when, and prioritize  projects based on policies established in ….Organize together parts of METRO that work on capital projects and purchases, where that makes sense. Clear roles, standard work. Easier to monitor and plan for and manage resources. Gather and Manage the resources needed to deliver the projects- in addition to continued heavy reliance on consultant help, there will need to be staff additions during the upcoming biennium to get this work done. Easier in a consolidated capital division. Continue to enhance our project delivery practices to get more built and faster 
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More transparency, better oversight

• CIP development 
• CMRS and Portfolio
• Prioritization
• Delivery Board 
• Gate process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metro is working to provide more transparency, better monitoring and reporting through several improvements under way	- Giving a preview today and look forward to getting into more detail in the future as the budget process proceeds through the council and we complete implementation of all of the componentsWhen we talk about the Capital Improvement Program we think in three time intervals: Two-years- the budget Six-years capital improvement programWithin a ten-year financial plan based on projected revenues. Building comprehensive documentation about all projects in the CIP- better status info for projects underway and better quality control review of new projects This will help us understand the resources needed to deliver and coordinate with End users have resources to operate new assetsWhere ever possible you will see information about distinct projects rather than large groups of critical projects. We’ll be able to communicate cost and timing assumptions and monitor our progress against that informationCapital Management Reporting System – CMRS - We have an improved information system where all this project information will reside. CMRS Usable by the end of this year.  The bigger program means we need to have clear organization and roles for the many different types of projects we do. Our new information system will help us organize all our different types of projects in groups or portfolios of projects. Graphic coming up.Formal prioritization process to show linkage of projects to support service and other goals- this will be transparent to explain how decisions are made (more on this in following slides.)Then there is the oversight by management- We’ve established a management level board. It is called the Delivery Board and I chair it. We meets regularly to monitor, clear hurdles, and make decisions regarding the capital program and the performance of our capital delivery efforts. Ensure coordination with our operating and maintenance divisions. (our internal end-users)The Board will review individual projects as they move through phases or “gates” and make important decisions at those points that impact the future of the project . 
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Portfolio Structure
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the portfolio structure I talked about-   [review script- may need some workThis structure will help organize and communicate the makeup of the capital project that supports the capital investment needs of ongoing operations to KCMT.On the top level are our three portfolios- Fleet, Fixed Assets and Technology.  Very different, yet very dependent- you can’t add fleet without having facilities in place from which to operate and maintain them.  The bottom layer are the programs composed of very similar projects and how we think about our levels of investment.  Programs are grouped into sub portfolios that further help us manage the investment decisions and the expertise of people working on the management, planning and delivery of projects within the portfolio.   For this biennium we are undertaking a comprehensive prioritization process and information system to help our decision-making and monitoring. A list of the most critical needs within each program will be evaluated against METRO’s priorities through a new model that looks at all our capital investments through the same lens. It will help Transit make decisions about funding levels for various programs and projects. As always it will be a blend of art and science with human judgement validating the assessment or guiding decisions with experienced and broad based perspective.  Proposed projects that cannot be funded now will live in the information system and can be refined and proposed again during future budgets or if circumstances change.  
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Major Projects for 2019/20
• Important programs 

to work together on
– Rapid Ride
– Operational Capacity
– Speed and Reliability
– Access to transit
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While most of the CIP will represent individual projects that are already known and well developed, Some of these are programs where projects are developed throughout the biennium.  In the future, we’ll improve our ability to review the feasibility and priorities as specific project ideas emerge and  plan for more specific projects farther in advance. Rapid Ride – Regional Project Schedule priorities are Madison and Delridge /AmbaumOperational Capacity - Eighth base planning and design- Atlantic/Central Base expansion planning - South Base expansion planning S& R target improvements at congestion points and corridors to move buses faster. This is an area where we have seen great return on our investments. - we want to hear from you- Do you have a particular pinch point for buses that we could work to resolve together. Are you are working on intersections or road corridors where we can help make transit specific enhancements part of your project-Access- are there places in your community where there are barriers for passengers to get to bus stops? We need to hear about those and work with you to design cost effective approaches to improve the situation.Others?
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